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Abstract

Nowadays, organ transplantation is considered an established medical practice that, every year, improves the quality of life of thousands of patients. However, the increasing demands for kidney transplantation are in contrast with the global lack of organs. The imbalance between supply and demand for organs has created the basis for a highly profitable black market, placing illicit organ trafficking in the broader context of human trafficking. Currently, thanks to the advancements of the analytical techniques used in laboratories, forensic genetics is able to discriminate the geographical origin of genetically distinct populations. The recent availability of genetic data regarding many populations of the world and the concomitant development of technologies and methodologies that are appropriate for the study of panels of STRs and SNPs are fundamental resources in this direction. This type of analyses, together with the creation of missing person DNA databases, may be used in cases of dubious origin of organs or in transplantation cases in which clear and comprehensive medical records of patients and donors are not available. It can also establish a scientific tool useful to contrast the illegal traffic of human kidneys. In this article, we will discuss biological and ethical aspects of this interesting perspective.
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1. Introduction

Illicit organ trafficking is a part of the broader context of human trafficking, as clearly highlighted in the documents of the United Nations Office for Drugs Control and Crime Prevention (UNODC) [1,2]. The global report on trafficking in human beings lists several purposes that trafficking can serve and groups them into three categories:

a - exploitation of prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation;

b - forced labour, slavery, or practices similar to slavery;

c - removal of organs.

Modalities in human trafficking have evolved over time and the 2018 UNODC report highlights a new and increasingly widespread practice of “fraudulent marriages”. These arrangements have been defined as “exploitative sham marriages” by the EU “Hestia” [3] project, and they consist in fictitious marriages between individuals of European and non-European nationalities, or between European individuals, aimed at obtaining a permanent residence permit in a European country, financial or work benefits. Although these mock marriages differ from forced marriages, which lack the free consent of one or both of the individuals involved, they nonetheless represent a form of human exploitation. The “Hestia” project showed that some “exploitative sham marriages” present all three elements of the crime of human trafficking: criminal organization, the use of force, and the intent of exploitation [3].

Criminals may work on their own in recruiting and trafficking victims, or they may operate within organised structures that use “recruiters” who have the task of identifying people potentially interested in contracting mock marriages. Such persons can be men from India, Pakistan, or Bangladesh to obtain EU residence permit, work, and citizenship benefits [1], and, at the same time, recruiters may persuade women from the Baltic States, Eastern Europe, Portugal, or France to move to the UK, Ireland or Germany to marry men they have never met with promises of money or lucrative work [3]. Traffickers generally, but not exclusively, target as potential victims women, often with poor backgrounds and minimal education, or from vulnerable populations or destitute communities, such as the Romani people [4].

Recruiters use personal and social media contacts on online platforms such as Facebook and internet dating sites and create targeted advertisements to lure potential victims with false promises of money, misleading information about job offers, housing or divorce proceedings, and other fraudulent opportunities [1–3]. Despite knowing the fictitious nature of the marriage, the victims do not receive the
benefits they expected and find themselves trapped in a deceptive situation in a foreign country, where they live in fear and are subjected to forms of exploitation that range from sex trafficking to domestic servitude, to forced criminal activities [1,2].

These same tactics are employed by traffickers to prey on other particularly vulnerable groups, such as marginalised individuals, children, or undocumented migrants—the latter of whom make up a substantial portion of the victims of human trafficking detected worldwide [2]—to exploit them in other forms, other than mock marriages. Among them, there is sexual exploitation, forced labour, begging, and the aforementioned forced marriages [1,2]. These exploitative practices are extremely profitable [5] and some criminal networks run multimillion-dollar businesses where human trafficking is only part of a wider scheme involving other illegal activities, such as migrant smuggling and organ trafficking [1,2,6,7].

2. The emerging problem of illegal organ traffic and transplant tourism

The growing demand for organ transplantations [8] and the improved medical and technical skills clash with the global lack of organs. It is estimated that the current rates of organ transplants satisfy less than 10% of the global necessity for organs [8], creating the basis for a highly profitable black market. As already mentioned, human trafficking is part of the broader context of organ trafficking, as recognised in the “Additional Protocol to the United Nations Convention against Organized Crime to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, in particular Women and Children” (the so-called Palermo Protocol, published in 2000) [7]. Less than 1% of the detected human trafficking victims were exploited for organ removal [1,2], therefore, this form of exploitation may be perceived as marginal. However, incidents of trafficking harvesting have been officially observed in 25 countries [1], and it is estimated that 10% of the organ transplants performed worldwide make use of illegally sourced organs, meaning around 15 000 solid organs transplant [8]. In addition, there is a concrete difficulty in accessing reliable data to be able to approximate the correct number of victims, given the illegal nature of these activities and given the unknown identity of the vulnerable individuals who are coerced into being organ donors or that willingly decide to sell their organs [1,6,9–12].

Indeed, organ trafficking was recognized as a significant humanitarian and health policy problem back in 1991, when the World Health Assembly called on states to prevent the purchase and sale of human organs for transplantation, with Resolution 44.25 [13], in 2000 with the aforementioned Palermo Protocol, and in 2004, when Governments of all countries were called upon “to take measures to protect the poorest and vulnerable groups from transplant tourism and from the sale of tissues and organs, emphasizing the wider problem of the international trafficking of tissues and organs” (Resolution of the World Health Assembly 57.18) [14].

Additionally, the International Summit on Transplant Tourism and Organ Trafficking, held in Istanbul in 2008, resulted in the Istanbul Declaration on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism [15], in which the terms “organ trafficking”, “transplant trade” and “transplant tourism” are precisely defined.

In the 2015 Council of Europe Convention against Trafficking in Human Organs [16], the crimes related to the removal of human organs for purposes other than those included in the organ transplantation provisions of the country of origin are further reiterated.

“Organ trafficking” means the recruitment, transport, transfer, concealment or reception of living or deceased persons or their organs through threats, use of force or other forms of coercion or through kidnapping, fraud, deception, abuse of power or exploitation of a position of vulnerability [7]. It also means the offer or reception of payments or benefits from third parties to obtain control over the potential donor, for exploitation through the removal of organs for transplantation.

In fact, trafficking in human beings for the purpose of organ removal (THBOR) and trafficking in organs, tissues, and cells (OTC) are two very different, albeit interconnected, phenomena [7,17]. The major difference between the two lies in the objective: in the first case the person themselves are being trafficked, while in OTC traffic, the organs, tissues or cells are being commercialized. OTC trafficking constitutes a crime in and of itself as it disregards the fundamental principles of organ donation: respect for individuals, autonomy, consent, and altruism [17]. Essentially, there are many different definitions of OTC trafficking, however, in the 2009 document by the Joint Council of Europe and the United Nations [17] a functional definition is given:

“Traffic in OTC occurs when there is (a) the illicit removal, preparation, preservation, storage, offering, distribution, brokerage, transport or implantation of organs, tissues or cells (cells for the purpose of therapeutic transplantation); and (b) the possession or purchase of organs, tissues or cells with a view to conducting one of the activities listed in (a); solely for financial or other economic gain (for this or a third person’s benefit)”

The practice of treating organs as a commodity is defined as “transplant trade” and it is against the altruistic basis that characterizes organ donation.

THBOR and trafficking in OTC usually involve the transportation and transfer of individuals or organs, in a form of organ procurement known as transplant tourism. “Transplant tourism” refers to a journey for the purpose of a transplant which includes the movement of organs, donors, recipients, or specialised personnel for transplantation across jurisdictional borders for transplant purposes.
Traveling for transplantation purposes becomes transplant tourism if it involves organ trafficking and/or the trade in transplants, or if the resources (organs, professionals, and transplant centres) dedicated to providing transplants for patients from a foreign country, compromise a state’s ability to provide transplant services to its own population [15]. Transplant tourism is a complex phenomenon in which more elements are intertwined: the recruitment modalities, the movement of organ sellers and of the recipients, the location of testing and operating facilities make it all more difficult to outline the paths and borders of this practice, however, some general processes can be described.

More often than not, organ sellers—usually males, but in some instances a female prevalence has been observed [1,10,17–19]—are recruited by brokers especially in destitute communities or they may find themselves in desperate situations, such as in the case of migrants that are in need of money [9,20–22]. This highlights the economic aspect behind organ trade since potential sellers are coerced or offered monetary retribution for selling their organs, carrying nevertheless the lifelong stigma and the potential health risks that the organ transplantation involves (Section 3) [17,23,24]. Brokers and recruiters do not act on their own, many other figures are present and the brokers themselves may be involved in many networks, determining the classification of organ trafficking as organised crime. For example, Italy and Nigeria find themselves to be the stage for the illegal operations carried out by the Nigerian mafia: evidence of illegal organ transplantations came to light especially in Castel Volturno and these allegations are currently being investigated by the Italian Procuratore Nazionale Antimafia [25]. In addition, legal and illegal health facilities identify, target, and report potential organ sellers to the brokers. Lastly, as previously mentioned, sham marriages may be a method of performing an illegal organ sale, meaning that organ vendors and recipients may agree to a fictitious short-term marriage so that the donor may travel to the recipient’s country where the surgery is performed, and they turn a blind eye to organ donations that are accompanied by other figures, such as minders or enforcers that are paid for and are paid for by the seller [12,19,20].

The brokers may implement different selling strategies, among which creating online advertisements on dedicated platforms or on social networks such as Twitter and Facebook [17,18,20]. For example, “transplant packages” are travel packages with all-inclusive fees to cover the transplantation journey and expenses (in addition to the hefty brokers’ fees) [18]. Domestic or international travels to and accommodations at the location of the surgery may be arranged for the sellers as well, and they may be accompanied by other figures, such as minders or enforcers that guide the seller and make sure that the organ removal is followed through [10]. This movement of people that determines transplant tourism is characterised depending on who is travelling, where they come from, and where the surgery takes place, as described by Shimazono [18]: (a) the recipient may travel to the organ donor’s home country, where the surgery is also taking place, (b) the seller travels to the recipient’s country, where the surgery is performed, (c) donor and recipient come from the same country but the surgery is performed abroad, and (d) donor and recipient originate from different countries and they travel to a facility in a third country [18,26]. The Medicus Cases and the Netcare Cases are two prominent cases in which illegal kidney transplantation were successfully prosecuted—albeit only the Medicus Cases was treated as a human trafficking case—and they are two examples of the (d) mode of transplant tourism: in the first case, both sellers and recipients travelled to Kosovo, while in the latter, they travelled to facilities in South Africa [10,12].

After being targeted and recruited, the sellers have to undergo tissue typing, blood testing for compatibility assessment, and, in the case of kidney transplants, urine testing [10,19,20,27]. Usually, these checks are carried out at different testing facilities, in order to speed the process up and increase the chances of identifying a match [20]. In addition, it is not uncommon that hospitals, nurses, and practitioners perform organ transplantations despite being aware that the donation has occurred behind compensation [10,12,17,20,28], thus demonstrating the undeniable involvement of healthcare workers and medical staff with criminal activities. A striking example is given by the indictments in the above-mentioned Netcare Cases, where the entire medical facility was charged with illegal kidney transplantations [10,12]. Healthcare officials involved in illegal organ transplantations ignore good medical practice and they turn a blind eye to organ donations that are compelled by, as already mentioned, coercion, payment or other methods. In the so-called “organ laundering”, the sellers sign paperwork and “informed consent” forms at the facility where the surgery is performed thus effectively concealing the illicit organ donation as an altruistic donation, and sheltering the medical centres from any criminal allegations [20,27]. The organ explantation and transplant are then performed, more or less willingly on the part of the seller [12,19,20].

A fundamental aspect that deserves the utmost attention is the consideration that illicit organ trafficking has a tremendous impact on the lives and health of donors illegally sourced. The wellbeing of the donors is not of paramount importance to the traffickers and is often overlooked during research [5,6,9]. In addition, most donors receive little or no post-surgical medical care, leading to serious postoperative complications, often resulting in long-term effects on their health [10,12,18,19,23]. In some instances, the same is true for the recipients of the organs: due to the poor quality of the transplanted organs and the surgeries performed abroad, patients may end up with a malfunctioning organ in the less severe cases, while they may
experience organ rejection or may contract blood-borne diseases in the more critical scenarios [6,29–31]. For example, after undergoing a kidney transplant in Iraq, Pakistan, and India, some patients have returned to their home countries reporting complications or blood-borne infections, such as hepatitis B [30]. In any case, there is a lack of reliable data on the percentages of kidney transplants and survival of patients undergoing illicit transplants abroad, therefore it is difficult to precisely define the extent of the phenomenon.

Besides the obvious repercussion on the health of both donors and recipients, illegal organ donation heavily impacts their lives both socially and economically. Many sellers find themselves in an ambivalent position: many sell their organs under coercion and may consider themselves as victims, while others sell their organs of their own volition, however, they would face reprisals for deciding to not follow through with the organ explantation [10,20]. In addition, paid donors may not receive the initially agreed payment [10,20,23], and this, coupled with possible physically impairing surgery-related health problems, may exacerbate the individual’s economic difficulties [18,19]. Socially, stigma and discrimination are associated with selling organs, meaning that there is shame and fear that prevent donors from reporting abuses and/or seeking treatment [10,12,20,27]. Likewise, recipients do not report their transplantations in fear of prosecution (since illegal organ transplantation is a crime) but, when the procedures are discussed in a court of law, they are often treated as witnesses, taking into consideration their deteriorated health status that led them to the decision of seeking organ transplant in an illegal manner [10,27]. The under-reporting combined with difficulties in investigating and prosecuting these crimes determines a very low number of prosecuted cases of organ trafficking [10–12]. In Annex A of the 2013 OSCE report [10], only 11 proceedings and 2 reported incidents are described, while in the UNODC Case Law database, hosted on SHERLOC, 16 cases are indexed under the keyword “Organ/tissue removal” and 14 under “Removal of organs” [11]. These numbers only represent a small fraction of the organ trafficking practices that take place worldwide, of which kidney transplantation is the most common type of surgery, herein taken into consideration.

3. Kidney transplant

Kidney transplantation is nowadays considered an established and successful standard medical procedure that, every year, improves the quality of life of thousands of patients. Kidney transplant is the most common type of solid organ transplant, with an estimated 100 000 organs transplanted per year [8].

The European Renal Association’s guidelines on kidney transplantation state that “all patients with end-stage disease should be considered for kidney transplantation unless they have absolute contraindications, as renal transplantation, compared to dialysis, offers a better life expectancy and quality of life” [32,33]. For these reasons, kidney transplantation is now believed to have a more favourable cost-benefit than dialysis therapy.

Depending on the source of the organ, a kidney transplant is classified as a transplant from either a deceased or a living donor. Transplantation from deceased donors accounts for the majority of kidney transplants worldwide, taking however into consideration regional differences: it has been estimated that, for example, in Europe, 72.3% of kidney transplants are performed thanks to the donation from deceased individuals, while in the African continent kidneys from deceased donors account only for the 0.4% of transplants [8].

In Italy, kidney donations from people who have died as a result of direct damage to the brain (the so-called “brain death”) are possible as long as the donor has expressed in life, in writing or verbally to family members, the will to donate organs after death or, if they did not manifest it, only when the family members do not oppose the removal [34]. This type of donation can be performed only after the ascertainement of death, which takes place following a carefully defined procedure and within a short lapse of time to ensure that the organs to be transplanted remain functional [35]. On the other hand, kidney transplantation from living individuals is possible given that one kidney alone may compensate for the missing counterpart and ensure normal health parameters. In Italy transplantation from living donors is regulated by Law no. 458 of June 26, 1967 [36]. People who want to be taken into consideration as kidney donors are subjected to rigorous clinical and instrumental health tests as well as accurate assessments of their psychic-psychological state to exclude that the organ donation could cause damage to the donor or to the patient who receives it. This also ensures that the will to donate is informed and free from conditioning [37].

To reduce the risk of rejection, the majority of living organ donations were made by the recipient’s close relatives, who are more likely to share genetic characteristics and blood type, however, allografts from unrelated living donors are increasingly performed, after evaluation of functional physiological indices, psychic integrity and the ability to provide informed consent [37,38]. In addition, postsurgical treatments with immunosuppressive drugs to prevent rejection by the immune system are, in fact, extremely effective even when the donors are not genetically similar to the recipients, thus increasing the possibility of using living donors [39].

Prognosis after kidney transplantation is generally excellent, with survival rates ranging from 80% to 95%, up to 97% one-year survival rate for the patients [40], and transplantation from a living donor seems to have a greater chance of long-term success than transplantation from a deceased donor [40].
4. The possible role of legal medicine and forensic genetics in fighting illegal organ trafficking

4.1 Routine casework technologies in forensic genetics

Normally, genetic investigations carried out in the forensic context for individual identification are strictly based on comparative bases: DNA profiles obtained from biological material found at crime scenes, in cases of missing persons or mass disasters, are compared with those of individuals of interest or their relatives [41]. If compatibility between biological sample and reference profile is demonstrated, then it is possible to establish the identity of the subject [42]. Otherwise, if there isn’t genetic compatibility between the DNA profiles, the identification of the subject or the establishment of kinship relationships are excluded.

In cases where no reference DNA profile is available, the genetic markers normally employed in forensic DNA profiling cannot provide any useful information for identification purposes. For this reason, the international scientific community has, in recent years, focused its attention on new specific genetic markers for the prediction of phenotypic traits, known as Externally Visible Characteristics (EVCs, such as the colour of the eyes, hair, or skin) and Biogeographic Ancestry (BGA) of unidentified subjects [43–45]. Investigations of this type once validated for forensic use, can be introduced as a routine analysis within the forensic genetics laboratory and provide excellent support for the investigative activity. Thus, it will be possible to focus police investigations against specific groups of people and reduce the number of potential suspects to be typed through conventional DNA analysis.

Further advancement in this field is represented by the development of technologies and methodologies appropriate for the study of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) panels [43,45,46].

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) have proved very useful in the forensic genetics laboratory as a complement to the normal investigations conducted through STRs (Short Tandem Repeats) polymorphisms, especially in the analysis of very degraded samples and in complex parental assessment tests, as well as in the analysis of phenotypic traits and in the identification of the Biogeographic Ancestry through AIMS-Indels (Ancestry Informative Markers) and Ancestry Informative STRs [43–45,47]. The advantages of STR markers is that they are cost-effective, and the personnel usually has extensive expertise and training in their analysis, resulting in their wider acceptability in courtrooms. For the application in BGA predictions, in fact, STRs are evaluated using Bayesian methods that assess the strength of the hypothesis, expressed as a Likelihood Ratio, that an individual belongs to a specific geographic area rather than another [48]. However, STRs marker are less informative for BGA inference due to their mutational instability which produces a high variability within a population but a relatively low variability among different populations, resulting in error percentages higher than SNPs [48,49]. In addition, other STRs’ limitations reside in the DNA mixtures interpretation, in the definition of population clusters [48,50], and in the absence of software with user-friendly graphic interfaces, resulting in the development and employment of multivariate statistical approaches (Multivariate Data Analysis) for STRs analysis for the estimation of geographic origin [48].

On the other hand, SNPs have become the gold standard for BGA inference since genetic ancestry is a characteristic defined by broadly based continental population group’s SNPs variability [45,46]. In addition, despite their limitations, such as their cost, the fact that some laboratories may not be equipped to work with SNPs, and the need for specific statistical and bioinformatic approaches for their analysis, SNPs are analysed with different strategies and software, as STRUCTURE and Snipper [51,52].

For geographic origin estimation, substantial information has been massively collected. At the Jean Dausset-Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) [53] Foundation in Paris, there are 1063 lymphoblastoid cell lines from 1050 individuals belonging to 52 different populations around the world. These cell lines have been collected from laboratories around the world as part of the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) [54]. This is a project initiated by the Morrison Institute of Stanford University with the collaboration of scientists from all over the world. The scientific community used HGDP data to study human migration, gene mutation rates, relationships between different populations, and genes undergoing selection. Stanford’s HGDP-CEPH studies were instrumental in evaluating human diversity in genetic terms, providing information on similarities and differences between the populations that inhabit the five continents. Using these cell lines whose geographical origin was known, numerous studies were carried out to identify panels of markers (SNPs) suitable for determining the geographical origin of a subject [45,46].

As for the methods employed, BGA prediction may be carried out through Single Base Extension analysis of Ancestry Informative SNPs (aSNPs), however, in recent years, Massive Parallel Sequencing BGA Panels have been developed. This technology permits the simultaneous typing of an increased number of SNPs, thus (i) reducing the time required to perform the analysis, (ii) allowing to more accurately pinpoint the region of origin of an individual, and (iii) allowing to couple BGA and EVCs prediction. This can be particularly useful for those individuals with mixed ancestry background, as autosomal, mtDNA and Y chr SNPs [55], can be analysed at the same time, yielding more information. mtDNA and Y chr SNPs carry information on the matrilineal and patrilineal ancestries. Among the panels available, there is the ForenSeq™ DNA Signature Prep
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Evidence shows that the victims, from whom organs are illegally harvested, and the receivers of the organs may come from genetically distinct populations. “Sellers” traditionally originate mainly from China, Pakistan, Egypt, India, the Philippines, and Colombia. Recently Kosovo, South Africa, Latin America, and Brazil have been added to the list. The “buyers” are mostly from the United States of America, the Gulf countries, Israel, Japan, Australia, and Canada [1,2,5,6].

Given this difference, the introduction of a forensic genetic genealogy test included in the normal post-transplant control follow-up could be useful to highlight the geographical origin of the individual from whom the kidney was explanted. This type of analysis may be particularly useful in those instances in which there are no existing records of a transplantation surgery for the patient and the organ donor is not known. In some countries, such as Sweden, the Netherlands, and the UK, anonymous organ transplants are performed [65,66], however, comprehensive medical records and donor registries are nonetheless avail- able and all transplants are registered. Therefore, the analy- sis of aiSNPs and the donor’s BGA inference would provide a beneficial tool in cases where the identity of the donor is not clearly indicated. This would allow authorities to gather further information on the extent of illicit kidney trafficking and on possible trafficking routes, thus more effectively countering this ignoble practice.

In the context of renal transplantation, the biologi- cal rationale behind the determination of an organ donors’ BGA is the observation that the urine of the recipient sub- ject contains cells both from the donor, which derive essen- tially from the transplanted kidney, and from the recipient’s own lower urinary tract [64,67]. Additionally, given the SNPs variability between continental populations [68] and the development of technologies and methodologies for the study of panels of SNPs, some authors developed the idea of establishing genetic tests capable of differentiating the geographic origin of the two cell populations detectable in the urine of persons who have received a kidney transplant.

In a recent multicentre study [64], a total of 92 patients who had undergone a kidney transplant, were recruited at the Transplant Centre of the Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria “Santa Maria Delle Scorte” in Siena, Italy (57 pa- tients), and at the Nephrology Centre of the Hospital Clinico Universitario in Santiago De Compostela, Spain (35 pa- tients). Each patient provided a urine sample and an oral swab as a reference sample for the correct recipient’s geno- type. DNA from urine samples was extracted and both urine and reference samples were analysed with the 34plex assay using PCR and Single Base Extension (SBE) primers de- scribed by Fondevila et al. [46]. All of the urine samples produced a dual genetic profile, thus confirming that the genetic analysis of a urine sample is a viable option for the determination of the geographical origin of both the donor and the recipient of a transplanted kidney. These results are particularly encouraging and evident in those cases in which donor and recipient are of different geographic areas.

Given that many up to date and comprehensive aiS- NPs MPS Panels are commercially available [56–63], and considering the promising results obtained by the aforementioned study, it would interesting and of immense usefulness to perform studies of similar nature using Next Generation Sequencing for BGA inference in the field of kidney transplantations. It is important to point out that, despite the obvious advantages of SNPs analysis in respect to STRs analysis in the particular instance of Biogeographic Ances- try, mixture detection and deconvolution of SNPs profiles pose more difficulties than STR analysis, which in turn, al- lows for a greater resolution between the contributors to the mixtures. In any case, SNPs mixture deconvolution is feasi- ble, albeit difficult [69,70], and in the case of kidney trans- plantations some considerations have to be made: (i) the DNA mixture cannot be composed of more than two con- tributors; (ii) the reference profile of the organ recipient is known, therefore, the mixture can be analysed accordingly, for example, by using EuroForMix [69]; (iii) if the geo- graphic ancestry of the donor and of the recipient were to be similar and not discriminating enough, this would be useful information anyhow, since the purpose of the application this technique would be to broadly determine the region of origin of an organ donor.

In any case, aiSNPs analysis through SBE techniques, such as in the study by Severini and colleagues [64] is fea- sible and of easy implementation in any forensic genetics laboratories that are already equipped for SNPs analysis or, in any case, it would not necessarily require the purchase of expensive equipment that might not be available to them, therefore making SBE methods a practical technique apt for
widespread use.

5. Conclusions

Illicit organ trafficking has a high cost in terms of health and quality of the lives of those involved. First and foremost, the donors, who are coerced into selling their organs, are subjected to an appalling form of human trafficking and they face direct and serious health risks, that are often overlooked [1,2,5,6,8]. Secondly, the quality of the transplantation does not necessarily directly affect the post-transplant conditions of the patient. Nonetheless, some nephrologists argued that the poor quality of both the kidneys and the transplant surgeries performed abroad may cause critical complications or infections [6,29,30]. However, the rates of successful grafts and survival of patients who underwent commercial transplants overseas are not documented, so it is difficult to obtain a reliable and valid perspective of said transplants’ outcomes.

Currently, regenerative medicine, which uses advanced cellular and genetic therapies aimed at the reconstruction of irreversibly damaged tissues and organs, could represent a possible solution to the shortage of organ donors. Encouraging results have recently been achieved using populations of adult stem cells present in the same tissues to be regenerated and it can be said that experimentation in the field of tissue engineering aimed at organogenesis to synthesize parts of organs is already at an advanced stage [67].

Recently, for the first time, a group of scientists succeeded in producing human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) using the nuclear transfer technique [71]. Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) is a technique in which the nucleus of a donor cell is transferred to an egg cell whose nucleus has been previously removed, generating embryonic cells that are genetically identical to those of the donor except for, clearly, mitochondrial DNA.

This technique of producing specific stem cells for a patient is an alternative to that of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS) [71] which are generated directly from the patient’s somatic cells with the addition of a cocktail of cellular factors capable of stimulating their regression to a state of stem cell. The advantage represented by the nuclear transfer technique over that of the induction of pluripotent stem cells is above all that of overcoming the major drawback represented by the possible unexpected and unwanted mutations that can occur with the use of iPS cells. In fact, from the studies that have been carried out, it seems that nuclear transfer can “reset” the epigenetic identity of the somatic cells more efficiently used. “These stem cells can regenerate and replace damaged cells and tissues and alleviate diseases that affect millions of people”, said Shoukhrat Mitalipov of Oregon Health & Science University, who led the research, the results of which are published in the journal “Cell” [71].

Besides the help that science will be able to provide in the near future, today the worldwide eradication of the exploitation of vulnerable subjects and the horrific organ market would require strong joint action of individual nations. This action could be implemented through the application of all the measures provided and recommended in the United Nations Convention against transnational organized crime signed during the Palermo Conference as early as December 2000 [7]. In addition, each country should implement educational and health policy programs to prevent the lack of organs for transplantation to satisfy the internal demand of the population and, above all, to encourage the voluntary donation of organs, tissues, and cells in the event of death. From a legislative point of view, the fight against this form of illegality should tackle both human trafficking and OTC trafficking and should include the prohibition of all types of advertising (both on the web and the press) that solicit or encourage intermediation for trade in transplants, trafficking in organs, or transplant tourism. In addition, there should also be sanctions for acts—such as medical screening of donors or organs, or organ transplantation—that enable, encourage, or use products of organ trafficking or transplant tourism.

As for forensic genetics, the high quality of data produced by current forensic genetics analytical techniques justifies the choice of a study design aimed at applying tools capable of bringing this trade to light, inserting it in the broader context of counteracting the trafficking of persons. The hypothesized and envisioned role that forensic medicine could assume in the fight against illegal kidney trafficking could consist in the genetic characterization of the urine samples of follow-up patients whose clinical history is unclear. Said characterization would be carried out by using identification techniques consolidated in the forensic genetics laboratory.

However, this type of investigation raises questions and needs evaluations in the bioethical field.

In the Italian context, for example, a first assessment concerns the application of article 365 of the criminal code (Omission of report). Said article obligates doctors, physicians, and healthcare professionals to inform the Judicial Authority when, while exercising their profession, they become aware of facts or details of an offense that can be prosecuted ex officio. Failing of this will result in the payment of a fine. The exemption from the reporting obligation is provided only if the described facts could expose the patient to criminal proceedings.

An even more stringent second assessment can be found in the Italian and European legislation on the processing of personal data (Articles 13 and 14 of EU Reg. 2016/679) which provides specific rules for the processing of sensitive data, including health and genetic data. In the light of this legislation, the main ethical assessment concerns the possibility of performing genetic analysis on urine samples collected during the post-transplant follow-up. In
fact, as of today, patients give their informed consent for the analysis of their samples with the sole purpose of monitoring clinical aspects and parameters. In particular, any other medical and genetic investigations must be authorized by the patient who must provide written consent after being fully informed of the purposes and methods of the proposed investigation. This informed consent represents the foundation of the lawfulness of the healthcare activity, in the absence of which the activity itself constitutes a crime. The doctor or healthcare professional is also required to make sure that the patient has correctly understood the provided information.

The analysis of anonymized urine samples may solve such ethical issues, as the privacy of the patients would be protected, yet the genetic investigation could be carried out. Therefore, illegal transplants may be detected, thus allowing the monitoring of the criminal phenomenon, an essential prerequisite for any attempt to limit or contrast illicit trafficking of organs. At the same time, the comparison of the data obtained from said urine samples with the published data relating to the frequencies of genetic markers, suitable for identifying an individual’s geographical origin, would not entail any kind of ethical problems since the allele frequencies are related to anonymous data.

Additionally, if missing person databases are present in the countries targeted by illicit trafficking of organs, genetic investigations could be deepened to identify unknown organ donors. This means that, once the geographical region of the donor has been identified on a continental level, a subsequent step could be represented by the comparison of the donor’s genetic profile with the missing persons databases of the affected nations included in the region inferred by BGA analysis. In this case as well, there would be no ethical issues involved since the necessary consent would be acquired at the time of the introduction of the missing person’s sample in the database. Moreover, such databases have a completely different purpose and rules from those concerning the forensic databases that are set up in many countries: the latter, in fact, have the judicial purpose of providing valuable elements in the resolution and prevention of crimes. Nevertheless, this prospect is optimistic and wishful thinking, since it would require a joint effort on the part of the single affected nations for the establishment of national missing persons databases and for the fight against organ trafficking as a result of THBOR and of OTC trafficking.

We believe that National and International laws and collaborations, both humanitarian and academic, are necessary to create a redundant, feedback control system not only at the transplant stage but also during the post-operative follow-up, particularly in cases of patients without a clear clinical history that may have received an organ transplantation in a foreign country. We are also of the opinion that, at the present time, forensic medicine may supply strong evidence and leads in regard to organ transplantation. Recent studies [64] demonstrated that DNA typing techniques are applicable in the specific case of kidneys transplantation for the determination of the DNA profile of both donor and recipient of the organ, so that so STRs and SNPs panels apt for Biogeographic Ancestry determination may represent fundamental resources in the fight against organ trafficking, particularly in cases of dubious origin of organs or in transplantation cases in which clear and comprehensive medical records of both patients and donors are not available.
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